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Projet de recherches de Corinna Onelli 
 

 
I. The manuscript 
 
The translation is transmitted by a seventeenth-century manuscript. The latter was signalled 
by Anthony Rini in his work on Petronius’ success in Italy, but, to my knowledge, it has 
never been published or studied.1 
 
The manuscript is on paper and consists of 114 leaves. It is entirely written by the same 
hand. The handwriting is regular; corrections are extremely rare and only due to 
mechanical errors. There are no variants and no marginalia. It is likely that the manuscript 
was copied by a professional scribe, more than for private use. Also note the use of 
catchwords at the bottom of the leaves (see the attached picture, showing fols. 74v-75r).  
 
The identity of the translator is unknown and there are no external evidences that unable us 
neither to exactly date the manuscript nor to determinate its provenance or its early owners.  
 
The manuscript contains, from fol. 2r to fol. 91r, the translation of the Satyricon followed 
(fols. 91v-111v) by a collection of erotic poems entitled ‘Scherzi lascivi’ (‘Lascivious 
jests’).  
 
II. Date and sources 

 
The extent of the Satyricon translated into Italian is equal to that of the texts belonging to 
the excerpta longiora (L) family.2 The translation, therefore, lacks the episode of the Cena 
Trimalchionis, which was published in 1664. However, I won’t argue that the translation 
has to be prior to 1664, since the authenticity of the Cena Trimalchionis has been disputed 
for at least 2 decades after its publication. 
 
By contrast, we can fix a terminus post quem. The translation shows indeed to be based on 
p2, which was published in 1587. In fact, the Italian text translates readings that are unique 
to p23 and the collection ‘Scherzi lascivi’ displays exactly the same poems, included the 

                                                 
1 See A. Rini, Petronius in Italy: from the Thirteenth Century to the Present Time, New York, 1937, 
pp. 88-89. I have described the manuscript in a seminar held at the University of Sydney in March 
2012. 
2 I will briefly remind that the Satyricon is a fragmentary text, mainly transmitted by 3 families: 1) 
the large family of excerpta vulgaria (O), from which derive the first printed editions of Petronius, 
from the princeps (ab. 1482) to s, the edition by Sambucus (Antwerp, 1565); the fragments from an 
O-text altogether cover about the half of a modern Petronius’ edition and are judged of scant 
importance by philologists; 2) the excerpta longiora (L), which text covers about the ¾ of a modern 
edition (ab. Sat. 1-37,3 and 79-141); L-witnesses all are sixteenth-century editions based on lost 
manuscripts, they are: l, a handwritten copy by Scaliger; t, the edition published by Jean de Tournes 
(Lyon, 1575) and the two editions by Pierre Pithou (p1 and p2) published in Paris respectively in 
1577 and 1587; 3) H, the well-known Trau Fragment which was discovered only in 1654 and is the 
sole witness to transmit the Cena Trimalchionis (Sat. 27-79, in a modern edition). On the 
Satyricon’s tradition, see K. Müller, Petronii Arbitri Satyricon reliquiae, Berlin/New York, 2009, 
pp. III-XXIX. 
3 Cfr. It. translation: ruffiani (‘procurers’) with p2: lenonibus (Sat. 84,5; previous reading: leonibus); It. 
translation: finzione with p2: mimum (Sat. 117,4; previous reading: in unum).  
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Pervigilium Veneris, that Pithou added in p2, under the title ‘Errores venereii’, as an 
appendix to Petronius.  
 
But, although the translator clearly must have known Pithou’s seminal edition, he also used 
an O-text. Surprisingly enough, from Sat. 1 to 110, the LO parts (that is, the parts 
transmitted both by L and O-texts) depend not on p2, but on an O-text.4 Therefore, it 
seems to me that the translator had started his work having only an O-text and obtained p2 
while he still was working at his translation. Once obtained p2, he continued his work with 
it and completed what he had already translated (Sat. 1-110) with the L parts derived from 
p2 . That would mean that he has carried out the translation in a quite rushed way, since he 
didn’t even care about checking what he had already translated against Pithou’s readings. 
 
III. The translation and its circulation 
 
The translation confirms how in the XVIIth Century the Satyricon was mainly perceived as 
an Epicurean text.5 In fact, the translator has inserted the motto ‘Ede, bibe, lude, post 
mortem nulla voluptas’ right after the lines in praise of Epicurus in Sat. 132, 15 (see 
picture, fol. 75r, l. 28), this insertion being his sole original contribution. However, unlike 
other contemporary evidences of Petronius’ success in the Seicento, the translation doesn’t 
seem to be related with sophisticated and learned circles such as the Accademia degli 
Incogniti in Venice, Queen Christina’s entourage in Rome or the Medici court. 
 
In fact, it is likely that the translator was neither a scholar nor an academic. I have already 
stressed that he showed no interest in textual criticism, but his lack of accuracy is also 
proved by the quality of his translation, where we find a number of errors. For example, 
Sat. 123, v.111 ‘cerno […] Philippos’ (‘I see the fields of Philippi’, the city in Macedonia) 
is translated with ‘veggio i campi de’ doi Filippi’ (‘I see the fields of the two Philips’). 
Moreover, he even hasn’t bothered to render the stylistic variety of the Satyricon, leaving 
in prose all its verse parts. Finally, the translation shows phonetic and lexical traits that are 
far from the tradition of high-level Italian, which core is literary Tuscan. The translator, for 
instance, clearly hesitated in using geminate consonants (he writes callare instead of calare 
‘to lower’); used -z(z)- where Tuscan has –c(c)- (like in frezze for frecce ‘arrows’) and used 
regional terms such as cocchietta for ‘bed frame’.6 
 
Those evidences, together with the material aspects of the manuscript, lead me to think that 
the translation was intended for clandestine circulation among un-latined readers, who were 
attracted by Petronius’ irreverent contents more than by literary or philological questions 
involved with the Satyricon.  

 
There also are evidences that the translation was copied and read through Italy. In fact, 
there are several glosses interpolated in the main text. Those glosses, that are introduced by 
‘i.<d est>’, usually explain a single expression to the reader (see picture, fol. 75r, l. 28 
‘telos, i. il fine’). What is noteworthy is that the glosses often display a regional substratum 
which is not northern, but rather from central Italy. In the glosses, for instance, we find 

                                                 
4 Cfr. It. translation: papavero e sambuco; s: papavere et sampsucho; p2: papavere et sesamo (Sat. 1,3); 
It. translation: Circlopio; s: Circlopius; p2: Encolpius (Sat. 94,2); It. translation: Doride; s: Doxida; p2: 
Dorida (Sat. 126,18). I have compared the Italian translation with s, but it isn’t unlikely that the 
translator could have used an O-manuscript. 
5 Please refer to the article ‘Freedom and censorship’ that I have attached. 
6 Cfr. G. Boerio, Dizionario del dialetto veneziano, Venice, 1867, s. v. ‘cochieta’. 
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employed terms such as pancella and vaccio, which both are typical of Umbrian dialect7, to 
explain respectively quadrata veste (‘apron’) and tostamente (‘quickly’). 
 
IV. My project 
 
I believe that my research would cast new light on the circulation of forbidden texts in 
Counter- Reformation Italy and, also, on the history of seventeenth-century ‘popular’ 
reading. It would then be crucial to determine, as close as possible, the date of the 
translation and its provenance, tracking down its diffusion and, virtually, its readers. 

 
In order to achieve this goal, I would: 
 

• identify the O-text used by the translator; 
• compare the Italian text with the sources, to point out the (in)compentence shown 

by the translator; 
• analyse the dialect substratum of the translation and compare it against that of the 

glosses; 
• examine the glosses’ contents (how do they explain the main text and to what kind 

of reader?); 
• search for other copies of the translation; 
• deepen the study about Petronius’ reception as an Epicurean text and the diffusion 

of ‘libertinism’ among popular strata. 
  

The research would be carried out in 24 months. 

                                                 
7 Cfr. G. B. Pellegrini, ‘Rassegna di studi dialettologici umbri’, Studi Mediolatini e Volgari (1982), 
29-30, pp. 183-204, espec. p. 198. 
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